George Mason University
Volgenau School of Engineering
C4I Center

Seeking partners with additional experience using and applying structured analytic techniques (ACH and others)

Unique qualifications & abilities:
• Successfully developed and implemented an integrated crowdsourcing and reasoning engine (SciCast under IARPA ACE)
• Implemented a distributed cloud-based user interface for crowd-sourcing
• Developed and implemented real-time integration of crowd-sourced UI and back-end algorithms
• Deep experience with structured analytic techniques and probabilistic reasoning

Research areas of interest:
• Extend structured reasoning algorithms for crowd-sourced input
• Leverage crowd-sourced data to quantify reason and evidence credibility and diagnosticity
• Integrate modified algorithms with crowd-sourced data and interfaces

Kathryn Laskey, PhD
Professor, GMU
klaskey@gmu.edu
(703) 993-1644

Jim Jones, PhD
Associate Professor, GMU
jjonesu@gmu.edu
(703) 993-5599

http://c4i.gmu.edu
http://scicast.org